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Puzzles 
Life in the church can feel at times like staring at a “Rubix 
Cube” the one colour of each smaller square being twisted 
around and ‘mixed’ with the other 5 colours.  Usually, the more 
I play with a rubix cube the more frustrated I get.  The quote 
on the inside cover of the “Parsons Pocket Book” (a clergy 
calendar from the UK) quotes, “Let all things be done decently 
and in order” (1 Cor. 14:40). The church swings back and forth 
from chaos to good order; and my guess is that good order 
reigns supreme, but that a little chaos might be just what the 
church needs.  The puzzle is how to balance both the specific 
and the general. 

As we prepare to return to  worship in a building we are trying 
to provide a good order — all those sides are the same colour 
on that Rubix Cube.  This is not easy, and I am thankful for the 
help of many volunteering for specific roles, and I am most 
grateful for the help of Helen Rose, Judith and Iris who have 
taken a big picture view of our tasks.  

Both a Big Picture and a Small View

There will be others, who see the Rubix cube and focus on one 
specific square and how to get it to fit with its like colours.  
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The detailed work of getting specific tasks accomplished, or a 
person trained, or a sign up sheet fairly organized are also 
important and vital.  However, having one task complete and 
the rest of the cube in disarray isn’t much use for our puzzle.

Truthfully, I have found it challenging to see both the big 
picture and the small details, even though I know they both are 
equally important.  I guess that is what makes the game Rubix 
Cube such a timeless puzzle that people want to master.  

We’re not in the Alsace, Toto 

In the not so distant past ACF was planning a Weekend Away 
over the Ascension long weekend .  Sunday morning I usually 
have to rush back from France to the church in order to 
celebrate Eucharist with those who were unable to participate.  
Since cancelling the Weekend Away we’ve seen borders close, 
hospitals treating the ill, and people talking about flattening 
the curve the world over.  The Rubix Cube of our philosophy of 
life became jumbled up, but the big picture assured us we were 
at least part of a cube. 

At this moment we are behind the scenes rushing to finish 
what seems a puzzle of logic and reasoning as we ask how many 
people can fit in the building with distancing regulations?  How 
do we be inviting knowing we only have limited seating? How 
can we praise God if there is no singing? How can I know God 
if there is no sign of the Peace and Communion?  How will I 
show God my care and concern if there is no fellowship?  How 
will I wake up if there is no strong coffee? Or should I travel 
for hours only to be still with God for 30 minutes?

Puzzles in Logic and Reasoning need us to take both the large 
view, and the specific into consideration in order to find a 
resolution.  We need everyone.  I recognize that we all have 
concerns and people need to do what is safe and best for them 
in these times.  We need the big dreamers and the detail 
oriented.  We need God, and we need each other.  Over time 
adaption will happen, those cubes will not seem so scary, and 
we will find ourselves surprised about what we as church have 
accomplished.   If you have doubts about solving a puzzle, just 
take a look at how fast one fellow came to a solution.  Rubix’s 
Cube World Record.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NevGDFBfQGw

